Abstract-In this paper, we investigate the statistical multiplming and admission control for a partitioned buffer, where the traffic is generated by multiclass Markov-modulated fluid sources. Each of the sources has J (> I) QoS classes a1 each state. The QoS is described by the packet loss probability far each elsss. The buffer is partitioned With J -1 tlhrerholdr to pmvide the J loss priorities. In the asymptotic regime of large buffera and smallloss pmbnbilitier, the efieetive bandvidth is denned and derived basad an fluid model snaiyri. and buffer partitioning opdmization, which is the minimal channel rapacity required lo serve a multiclass M:arkooviso oumeriesl studies demanstrate that the proposed effective bsodwidlh em be used for ridmission control in an additive way.
I. INTRODUCTION
The classic best-effort Internet is evolving into a versatile network that can provide various multimedia real-time services in addition to the traditional data services, 'and can provision certain quality of service (QoS) guarantee to different Internet
applications. The differentiated services (Dimerv) model [I]
has been proposed as an efficient and scalable traffic management mechanism to ensure Internet QoS. In DiffSew, traffic flows having similar QoS requirements are aggregated into a common service class and experience the same queuing behavior at each hop. A simple and efficient approach to differentiate services is to use a set of buffers served with priorities.
There are two levels of priority. One is the inter-bufirpriority, where each class of traffic with a certain QoS requirement enters a separate buffer granted a certain priority, and the traffic in a buffer of higher priority is served before that of lower priority [2]. The other level of priority, intra-bufferpriorig, is to serve traffic with apartitionedbuffer [3,4], which ]provides different loss priorities while keeping the order of packets from the same microflow. In the performance analysis and capacity planning of such a multiclass multipriority Dimerv network, the priority structure should be considered.
Recently, it has been an active research subject to examine the impact of priority structures on bandwidth allocation and admission control in high-speed networks. A two-priority queueing system with input traffic from Markov-modulated fluid sources was analyzcd in [5] for the case of inter-biifferpriority. A multi-priorityfluid model was analyzed in [6] by using the results on the effective bandwidth of output processes. A notion of effective bandwidth was formulated for the multipriority queueing system supplied with general sourci: models in [7] . In [8] , fluid models were developad for the case of intrabufferpriority. Ageneralizationofthismodel withtwoormore loss priorities per connection was analyzed in [3], wlhere it is shown :hat the effective bandwidth concept can be extended to effective bandwidth vectors and used for admission control. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only work addressing the effective bandwidth in a partitioned buffer. However, the derived effective bandwidth does not have an explicit physical meaning and its calculation is complicated. In fact, the earlier study in [9] gave valuable insights into the buffer partitioning problem. They obtained the optimal threshold that minimized the channel capacity required to satisfy the loss criterion of a two-priority traffic. However, the optimal partitioning technique to a buffer providingmultiple(>2) loss-priorities and its application in effective bandwidth calculation have not been addressed so far in the open literature.
Our research presented in [4] extended the technique in [9] to calculate the optimal buffer thresholds for a partitioned queue providingmultiple loss priorities, and the minimal channel capacity to guarantee loss requirements. Similar to [3], we considered a traffic model where a single Markov-modulated fluid source generates traffic having J (2 2) QoS classes. In this paper, we demonstrate that the minimal channel capacity (referred to as the minimal effective bandwidth) can be used in an additive way for the admission control when homogeneous or heterogeneous Markov-modulated sources enter the partitioned buffer. Section I1 describes the system model. Section 111 presents the fluid model analysis of a large partitioned buffer providing J loss priorities, which is the basis for the derivation of the minimal effective bandwidth. Section IV reviews the optimal buffer partitioning techniques and defines the minimal effective bandwidth. Section V discusses the application of the minimal effective bandwidth in admission control and proposes the dynamic buffer partitioning technique to guarantee the QoS of the admitted traffic. Section VI presents numerical results to illustrate the performance of the proposed techniques. Section VI1 gives the conclusions of this research. In this case, the diagonal rate matrix is denoted by Aj, where
Xf. Now let G ( B j ) be the long-run probability that the bud; occupancy is above the threshold Bj, that is, G(Bj) 2 Pr(X > B j ) . We consider this probability to be the loss rate of claSs j fluid. The QoS is satisfied for all the traflic
For simplicity of discussion, in the following, we consider a single Markov-modulated fluid source; however, the results also apply to an aggregate of K independent sources [4].
FLUID MODEL ANALYSIS
Let C and X denote the stationary state of the Markovian source and the buffer occupancy, respectively. Let %(I) denote the steady-state distribution of the huffer occupancy, where
Bj),' According to [3, 8] , the governing differential equations of the buffer sharing system are
where D j 4 Aj-cI, and I is the identityptrix.,The spectral solution to (2) . .
After solving all the coefficients [a:) from the boundary conditions given in [3, 8] , the loss rate of class j fluid can be calculated by
where the symbol (., .) denotes the inner product of the vectors and 1 is the vector in which all elements are unity.
When the size of the state space S is large and J > 2, the calculation ofcoefficients {a:} from boundary conditions hecomes quite complex. Ifwe have Bj-tm andej-tO
we can use only the dominanteigenvalue items to approximate the loss function G(.) 
G (~) = -~; ( #
,qe4==aje4= ( B~-~<~< B~, 1 5 j g (7) . . can be calculated easily as
by using the conditions that G(z) is continuous at boundaries, that is, G(BJ:) = G ( B T ) (1 5 j 5 J -1). Suhstihlting (8) into (7) and calculating the loss probahilityfor all the J classes Eq. (6) can be used for admission control in a partitioned buffer. Theorem 1 is in the same form as the Theorem 4.1 in
[3], where the theorem is derived by tedious matrix algebra and it is hard to grasp the physical meaning of the proof.
with A1 = G(0) FJ L, we obtain (6).
IV. OPTIMAL BUFFER PARTITIONING
From (6), when a Markov-modulated source which generates J classes of fluid is served by a space-sharing buffer partitioned by the J -1 thresholds, the fluid loss rate of each class can he approximately calculated by
where L is set as 1 and the "=" sign is used for simplicity. 
The expression zi(c) emphasizes that
where B; = 0, € 7 ; = B, and €0 = 1 for convenience. From
(1 I), the following equation of e* can be obtained
From [IO] we know that, in general, the,dominant (negative) eigenvalue for any j E { 1,2, . . . , J}, z: (c), is a monotonic, strictly decreasing function of the channel capacity c .with values between the mean and peak rates of the source. 'Thus the left side of (12) 
V. MINIMAL EFFECTIVE BANDWIDTH

-
A. Admission Control
In a partitionedbuffer, admission control is necessary to provision quality of service. Consider that there are K -1 admitted sources in the system and that there is a new serviu: request from a Markovian source. The following are three possible approaches to the admission control. (a) A g g q a t e admission control: With the given K sources and a pre-selectszd partition vector, the loss probability for each class is calculated hy (9). The new request is accepted only if (I) is satisfied for all the J classes. In the asymptotic regime of large buffers and small loss probabilities, this admission control gives the accurate admission region. 
B. Dynamic Bufler Partitioning
The ideal admission control requires dynamic hufIer partitioning to improve resource utilization as well as guarantee QoS. Here we propose heuristic approaches to app~:oximate the optimal partition vector to avoid the heavy calculation and 
B;=C, W B L . , (15)
where um = [peak rate/average rate] for a type-m source, referred to as hursfy coe-cient, and UN = x, "U,,,. The CLA scheme is based on the intuition that the overall optimal partition vector should be a compromise among the optimal partition vectors for different trafic types. As for the PLA scheme and the BWCLA scheme, we take into account that the burstier a source is, the more the buffer partitionvector affects the QoS. The optimal partition vector with respect to the burstier sources should he given higher weights,
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In [4] , we compared the minimal effective bandwidths of multiclass on-off sources to the effective bandwidths presented in [3], showing that the channel capacity can be used more eficiently by the optimal buffer partitioning. Here we numerically evaluate (I) the aggregate admission region where the buffer partition vector is chosen to he the optimal vector for one traffic type or the arithmetic average of the optimal vectors of all the traffic types (referred to as static bufler partitioning) or is obtained using the three proposed heuristic dynamic buffer partitioning schemes, (2) the linear admission region, and (3) the ideal admission region. In particular, we consider the multiplexing of two heterogeneous trafic types of on-off sources in a partitioned buffer, with two configurations. In configuration I, type 1 and type 2 sources are multiplexed in a buffer of size 100 packets. A type 2 source is burstier than a type 1 source.
In configuration 2, type 3 and type 4 sources are multiplexed in a larger buffer of size 250 packets for better statistical multiplexing. A type 4 source is burstier than a type 3 source. The trafic characteristics, QoS requirements and the optimal buffer partitioning vector of all the four trafic types are presented in Table I , where &, and U denote the average silence duration, average talkspurt duration and the bursty coefficient of the onoff source, respectively. Rp denotes the total trafic generation rate at the on state, and the rates and QoS requirements of the multiple classes of traffic from the on state are given in the "rate vector'' and "QoS vector". The units of time, buffer size and rate are second, packet and packethecond, respectively. To further differentiate the statistical multiplexing gain between the two configurations, the channel capacity is set as 50c; in configuration 1 and 150~; in configuration 2. and the results are given in Table II .
The aggregate admission regions with the static huffer par- admission region for curve 3 is between those for curves 1 aud 2. In configuration 2, with B i = ( B i + Bi,4))2, a larger admission region than those of curves I'and 2 can be achieved hut is still much less than the linear admission region; (e) With dynamic buffer partitioning, the aggregate admission regions achieved by CLA, PLA and BWCLA are very close to that of the 1inear.admission region in both configurations. The CLA performs the worst, because this scheme does not give higher weights to burstier sources when determining the optimal partition vector, which is considered by the PLA and BWCLA schemes. The BWCLA performs the best;
(0 In the aggregate admission control, the loss probabilities are calculated by (9), which is a conservative estimation compared to 16). As a result, even though in the figures the linear admission curve is occasionally above the aggregate admission curve obtained based on (9), if they are close enough it is reasonable to assume that the linear admission curve will still go below the admission curve from (6). For example, by arhitrarily setting L = 0.3, we recalculate the BWCLA admission region (curve 9) and the ideal admission region (curve IO). As shown in Fig. I(d) , when the effect of L is considered, the ideal admission curve is well above the linear admission curve and the BWCLA curve falls between them i.e., the traffic accepted based on linear admission control can be served with QoS guarantee by BWCLA dynamic buffer partitioning.
We have also numerically evaluated the admission control regions with many other parameter settings, including various traffic characteristics, buffer sizes, and channel capacities. The results are in agreement with the above observations.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have analyzed the statistical multiplexing and admission control of multiclass Markovian sources in a partitioned buffer,. In the asymptotic regime of large buffers and small loss probabilities, the minimal effective bandwidth is defined and derived based on fluid model analysis and buffer partitioningoptimization, which is the minimal channel capacity required to serve a multiclass Markovian source with the QoS of all classes guaranteed. Numerical analyses show that theminimal effective bandwidthcan beused in an additive way to do admission control for heterogeneous multiclass on-off sources as well as improve the resource utilization. We are carrying out extensive admission control simulations for more general Markov-modulated fluid sources. 
